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Overcoming ADHD and Stress

When attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a part of your life, you know stress. ADHD always
presents in childhood even if symptoms are not recognized at the time.

ADHD may have negatively affected you in school because the inattention and hyperactivity made it nearly
impossible to get good grades, and the teachers never fully appreciated your antics. The teachers were not alone
as many of your friends quickly grew tired of your endless energy or hyperfocus on video games rather than going
outside.

Home life was also difficult because it seemed that your parents were always yelling at you because you forgot to
take out the garbage. Meanwhile, you never remembered them telling you in the first place.

As you aged, you hoped that you would “grow out” of your ADHD symptoms. After all, people in your life always
told you that would be the case.  Somehow magically on your eighteenth birthday, the ADHD symptoms would
just fly out of your body leaving you forever. Unfortunately, this concept never materialized and the kid with ADHD
became the adult with ADHD.

Adult ADHD symptoms present in somewhat different ways from childhood, but one thing remains constant:
stress. Perhaps as a child, you never quite found the right combination of coping skills to reduce stress. Maybe
you did, but the transition into adulthood triggered new or re-energized symptoms to emerge that your former
coping skills could not manage.

In either case, stress is back in your life. What are you going to do about it? Are you going to escape into the
world of video games or take a stand against ADHD-related stress? Read on to fight back.

7 ADHD Stress Busters

In order to cope with stress, you'll need to add or learn some coping and managing tools in order to deal with it
when the time comes. Below are seven ADHD and stress coping skills you can implement today.

1. Find Relaxation

Relaxation does not just come along one day and introduce itself. You have to seek it out. You have to chase
after it to make it part of your life. If it sounds like work, it is, but the payout is the calm that every person with
ADHD desires. The calm will extend from your body to your mind and back again.

If relaxation has not worked for you in the past, avoid the tendency to blame the relaxation and look at yourself.
Did you practice as often as you could have? Did you set aside the time needed to be successful? Did you fully
buy into the idea of relaxation being helpful?
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Therapists teach many relaxation routines that focus on deep breathing, imagining that you are in a peaceful
place and putting positive thoughts into your mind. These skills work wonders for many people.

Relaxation can come from less technical sources like spending time with friends or putting on your favorite song
during the drive home. Making time for relaxation will push the stress out of your life.

2. Get Rest

People with ADHD do not usually have sleeping problems directly associated with the diagnosis like people with
depression or bipolar do, but sleep can still be a barrier.

If you are on a stimulant medication and sleep is poor, consider the interaction. Some stimulants at higher doses
can make sleep hard to achieve since your body is still activated. Bring this information to your prescriber to talk
options. ADHD medications are numerous. There is a better fit out there for you.

People with ADHD can often experience poor sleep due to going to bed too late. Often you may become involved
with a new project or activity and completely lose track of time. A five-minute task turns into a two-hour distraction.
Avoid this by knowing your habits and tendencies.

If you are ready to start something new late at night, catch yourself and drag yourself to bed. Getting rest will
ensure you are on top of your game since being overly tired can mirror ADHD symptoms and trigger stress.

3. Burn off Energy

Think about being in school. What do you have to do?

Sit still. Pay attention. Keep quiet. Raise your hand before speaking. Perform well on the test based on the
information you couldn’t pay attention to in the first place. Sounds like a recipe for disaster, and for you, it
probably was.

People with ADHD perform better at school and work when they have an opportunity to burn off the excess
energy that has been collecting throughout the day. Exercise extends beyond running a 5k or going to the gym.

If you have ADHD, some of the best exercise you can do is getting up from your desk at work every 30 minutes or
going for a walk at lunchtime. Schools are built to smother ADHD symptoms but only make them worse.

Acknowledge and embrace your ADHD while using it to improve your physical health. Exercise will decrease
stress directly by putting some wanted chemicals in your brain and indirectly by reducing your ADHD symptoms
that contribute to stress.

Next page: More ways to tackle ADHD and stress.

4. Stay in the Moment

Being mindful is a really valuable but confusing concept. People associate mindfulness with meditations only to
be disinterested in the notion. Simply put, being mindful means being present and aware of the world around you.

To build your mindfulness, practice this exercise:

Close your eyes and pay attention to the world around you. What do you hear? What do you feel? And what do
you smell and taste?  You may say “nothing” to each question but try it again.

You can feel the chair beneath you, the ground under your feet and the way your shirt feels around your collar.
You can hear the buzzing of the fluorescent light or the rumbling engine of the car driving by the house.
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People with ADHD try to multitask far too often. Multitasking adds stress and plays into your weaknesses of
ADHD. Do only one thing at a time.

When you are eating an orange, only eat an orange. When you are doing the dishes, only do the dishes. It may
seem boring, but it will increase your odds of success.

5. Get a System

With ADHD, a lot of stress compiles and builds from little mistakes. Each error snowballs until it becomes a huge
avalanche.

By finding a system that works for you, you can ensure that the snowballs never grow. To begin, think about what
typically gets you in trouble and what gets you stressed. Do you misplace important things? Do you miss
deadlines because you forgot about them?  People in these situations find writing down information to be very
helpful.

If writing in a notebook seems too archaic for you, bring your smartphone into play. Find good use of the
reminders feature or the virtual assistant to leave yourself notes. A simple vibration or friendly ringtone can help
you remember an important meeting or get you back on track.

Also, check the app store for what’s available. Many apps have free versions that you can experiment with before
you buy.

6. Build a Team

ADHD can tear apart relationships as other may think that your forgetfulness or distractibility is an attack on them.
If they take your symptoms personally, there is little hope for a happy ending. Without good relationships, stress
will grow.

Begin by educating yourself about the nature of ADHD symptoms, triggers and times that are worse than others.
Share this information with people in your life while working to formulate a plan of attack. Notes around the house
can be helpful.

Extra patience when symptoms are high can do more good than a confrontational attitude. Sometimes the best
intervention is having fun.

Planning for a friend, family member or spouse to take you out when stress is high will help to reduce symptoms
and improve the relationship. Everyone wins and you can approach the next day from a fresh perspective.

Whatever your course of action, assertive communication is key to inform the important people in your life.

7. Accept Yourself

So much stress comes from a failure to accept yourself. If you cannot come to terms with who you are, how you
perform, react and learn, you will always have higher levels of stress.

Accepting your ADHD does not mean that you have to like the consequences, it only means that you will not fight
hard to be something that you are not capable of being. Having unrealistic expectations only worsens stress and
ADHD symptoms.

To gain acceptance, write a list of your positive ADHD attributes. People with ADHD are often creative and have a
unique view of the world.  Rediscover what you like about yourself.

Conclusion
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Do not accept the level of stress in your life. Follow the seven ADHD and stress tips above to find a life with
deficits in stress. Turn your attention to happiness.
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